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In its 15 years of service, TDC & Associates has
built a long-standing reputation for distinctive
designs and detail, and creating dream interiors
that best understands and expresses their clients’
personal styles. Led by the chief designer Mr L.H.
Chan, the team at TDC & Associates is respected in
local and international design circles for delivering
some of the region’s best designs by crafting
unique homes for discerning clients.
Even though Mr Chan’s team had recently
designed two homes for him, the Chinese
professional still felt that the design team at the
firm still had the ability to surprise him, and thus
entrusted them with the challenge of redesigning
his 1600 sq ft, single storey family home at
Newton. Unmodified by interior decorators since
it was built more than 20 years ago, the owner felt
that it was time to upgrade to a stylish and easyto-maintain décor theme that is relevant for today,
and the times to come.
While deciding that the flooring for the living,
dining and bedrooms needed little help to stand
up to the test of time, the TDC team settled to
create a modern contemporary theme, matching a
light-hearted interplay of black and white patterns
in the furnishings with an earthy and homely dash
of wood colours.
In the foyer and living rooms, the black and white
theme is achieved through use of striped and
patterned rugs from Carpets & Furnishing, and
white Marcel Breuer replica lounge chairs from
The LifeShop. A touch of earth tones is introduced
with the chrome Molecule decorative hand servus
in the foyer, while black and light brown cushions
rest comfortably on the custom made suede fabric
three-seater sofa that takes the centre stage in the
living room.
The most domestic of rooms in the home show
a preponderance of the earth tones and wood
laminate panels. The dining room is a down to
earth affair, with the framed family photo gallery
on white wall providing the centre of attention,
while black Lightcraft pendant lights deliver a cosy
feel when the family tucks into their meals. In the
kitchen, a touch of playful creativity greets the
homeowners, through a decorative antique ladder.
The master bedroom hosts an extravagant
interpretation of the black-white-earth tones home
scheme. A luxurious and ornate bedspread from
Quedos pairs perfectly with Ombrage mirrors
in antique gold and the black table lamps from
Million Lighting. For more information, please visit
www.tdc.com.sg
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